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Drums along the Warehouse

TOUGH JOBS...

Your drums are stored in warehouses around the world. Toronto, Beaumont, Mexico City, Shanghai, Johannesburg- the list goes on and on. During your overseas visits, you've found them stacked on pallets, step-tiered, some even piled on their sides horizontally! Problems associated with drum palletizing include additional cost for the pallets, a danger of unsecured drums falling, and lack of flexibility to pick one or more drums out of stock; and the process and handling routines are bogging down with each stop and costs are rising. You've got to get a handle on this and you've got to do it quickly. You feel the anxiety rising as you step off the plane.

DEMAND TOUGH EQUIPMENT!

Liftomatic offers a complete range of drum handling attachments for the warehouse. Handle from 1 to 4 drums at a time, safely, efficiently and productively, using proven "Parrot-Beak" technology. Any of your operators can use them with little or no instruction. They slide-on the forks in a heartbeat and the drums are moving, the operators are productive and the process is picking up. Worldwide maintenance, support and service operations keep your Liftomatic units up and running, 24/7. What better solution could there be? You fly home feeling better and better after each trip. Find the Liftomatic solution that best fits your warehousing routines and start increasing your profitability today! Soon you'll be finding more time for golf.